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BIS Guidance on Cloud Computing
2009 Advisory Opinion
◼

◼

◼

To the extent that U.S.-origin software or technology crosses national borders though use of a
cloud service, the EAR applies
Cloud service providers are prohibited from offering services intended to support proliferation
(nuclear, missile, CBW) activities
As the user knows the control status of the software/technology transferred to the provider, the
user is responsible for export compliance
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BIS Guidance on Cloud Computing
(cont’d)
2011 Advisory Opinion
◼

◼
◼

◼

Dealt with release of U.S.-origin technology to foreign national network administrators or other
IT/support employees
Cloud provider employee access to data is not generally a deemed export
While specific to the facts of the request, this Advisory Opinion did establish principles relevant to
“incidental” access and release
Under the EAR, mere “access” by foreign nationals is not a controlled export without a “release.”
▪ Section 734.15(a)(1) defines "release" as “visual or other inspection by a foreign person of

items that reveals ‘technology’ or source code subject to the EAR to a foreign person . . . .”
▪ An “inspection” by a foreign person actually reveals technology or source code
▪ Section 734.19: the transfer of “access information” is a controlled transaction if there is

“knowledge” that it would result in the “release” of technology or source code
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BIS Guidance on Cloud Computing
(cont’d)
2014 Advisory Opinion
◼

◼

Addressed cloud-based storefronts: unless the data itself that is transmitted to and from a cloud
application is controlled, remote use of controlled software is not an export
Primarily addresses cross-national Software-as-a-Service (“SaaS”)
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June 3, 2016 Federal Register Notice
on Definitions
◼

◼
◼

◼

Addresses cloud computing in several provisions, although the term “cloud” not used in the
regulation.
Changes affect cross-national data transmission and release to foreign nationals
Primary citation in EAR is in a new section, §734.18, “Activities that are not exports, reexports, or
transfers”

Three basic requirements for the carve-out:
▪ Unclassified information
▪ “End-to-end” encryption
▪ Applicability of FIPS or equivalent standards

▪ Prohibition on storage in D:5/Russia
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“End-to-End” Encryption
◼

Defined as uninterrupted cryptographic protection between an originator (or the originator’s incountry security boundary) and an intended recipient (or the recipient’s in-country security
boundary)
▪ Intended to accommodate different technical approaches (e.g., IPSEC VPN, SSL VPN, etc.)
▪ Definition is not intended to preclude third-party service provider involvement

◼

In the final rule, definition of “end-to-end” was changed from “system to system” encryption to
“security boundary to security boundary”
▪ Reflects common industry practice and provides more flexibility
▪ Allows necessary services to be performed within the security boundaries while meeting the

objectives of the rule
▪ Security boundary must be in-country. Data cannot cross a national border in the clear
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Standards Requirements
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Government has articulated its interest in requiring some basic level of cryptographic standards,
while providing flexibility in meeting those standards
EAR includes general standards for encryption, not specific rules. It specifies FIPS 140-2
compliant or “similarly effective” means of encryption
FIPS 140-2 is a baseline used for Federal procurement and is internationally recognized

The BIS rule references NIST publications for elements of cryptographic execution (e.g., key
management) that are not directly addressed by the NIST standard
For EAR purposes, the exporter is maintains responsibility for preventing unauthorized release
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FIPS 140-2
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

FIPS-140-2 deals only with the proper way by which a cryptographic “module” (hardware or
software) must operate and be protected from attacks
Modules can be compliant with or without the NIST validation – participation in the validation
program is required for procurement (and other reasons) under some circumstances (e.g., DoD)
For the carve out, BIS does not specify the level (1-4) of security

Other standards (e.g., ISO 19790) may be used, or internal network systems never offered for
sale (or combinations thereof) provided that they are similarly effective
The NIST standard with annexes can be accessed at:
http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/standards.html
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Storage Restrictions
◼

“Intentional” data storage prohibited in D:5 (arms embargo countries) and Russia

◼

Temporary storage on Internet servers while in transit not considered intentional storage

◼

◼

◼

Local storage on computer while located in D:5 countries is considered “intentional”; in such
circumstances, another authorization (e.g., TMP) is required
As a practical matter, cloud providers serving western customers have not located their resources
in these countries
Country Group D:5 – Afghanistan, Belarus, Burma, Central African Republic, China, Democratic
Republic of Congo, Cuba, Cyprus, Eritrea, Haiti, Iran, Iraq, North Korea, Lebanon, Libya, Somalia,
South Sudan, Sudan, Syria, Venezuela, Zimbabwe
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Compliance Best Practices
◼

Conduct export jurisdiction/classification analysis for software/technology in the cloud

◼

Incorporate cloud into compliance policies, procedures, and training

◼

Verify compliance of cloud service provider’s systems (end-to-end encryption / FIPS 140-2)

◼

Ensure cloud service agreements address export risks
▪ Server locations
▪ Nationality and location of administrators

◼

Ensure licenses and other authorizations obtained as needed

◼

Ensure ongoing monitoring of IT security threats and incidents

◼

Understand whether cyber security risks, incidents, and reporting have export control implications
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Identifying Controlled Data
• Know which regime applies
• ITAR vs. EAR
• Order of review
• “Specially designed”
• DFARS

• “Technical data” under the ITAR
• Defined at ITAR §120.10
• Not limited to “required” information (compare to EAR)

• “Technology” under the EAR
• Defined at EAR Part 772 / see also General Technology Note and CCL

• “Technology" that is "required" for the "development", "production", or "use" of items on
the CCL is controlled according to the provisions in each Category
• “Required” = refers to only that portion of “technology” or “software” which is peculiarly
responsible for achieving or exceeding the controlled performance levels, characteristics or
functions

• “Covered defense information” under DFARS – see next slide
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DFARS – “Covered Defense Information”
• DFARS Clause 252.204-7012
• Requires DoD contractors and subcontractors to implement controls to
protect sensitive data “collected, developed, received, transmitted, used, or
stored by or on behalf of the contractor in support of the performance of
the contract.”
• Deadline has passed (December 31, 2017)
• Cyber incident (“compromise”) reporting requirement
• Triggered when a contractor or subcontractor discovers that covered
defense information has been compromised or adversely affected within
their networks (“rapidly”, and in any event not later than 72 hours following
discovery)
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What Constitutes an Export of
Controlled Data – ITAR
• Transfer / release of controlled data to a foreign person by any means,
including oral, visual, electronic and tangible
• DDTC (ITAR) clarified that mere access does not constitute release (definitional change in
2016 – see “export” and “release” in ITAR Part 120)
• BIS (EAR) treats the same, however if providing “access information” results in a release of
technology, the mere act of providing access information is itself subject to licensing
requirements as if actual export occurred – see EAR §734.15

• But see cloud “exception” for EAR controlled data in certain circumstances

• Includes “deemed” exports under ITAR
• Transfer / release to a foreigner within the U.S.
• Treat U.S. person working for a non-U.S. party as foreign

• Cloud services specific rules – see next slide
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What Constitutes an Export of Controlled
Data – Cloud Services and the ITAR
• Disparate controls under ITAR vs EAR vis a vis Cloud

• ITAR
• Technical data uploaded by the U.S. owner, stored and managed on a cloud
service network (a) consisting of only U.S.-based servers, (b) administered only by
U.S. persons, and (c) appropriately configured to enable the U.S. technical data
owner to control access to such data is not an export under the ITAR
• Any transmission abroad or release to non-U.S. person is an export (must be
licensed)
• Currently no end-to-end encryption carve-out for storage abroad
• EAR
• Note significant differences in approach / rules
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Considerations when Travelling Outside
the U.S. with ITAR Controlled Data
• Generally permitted (legal) for a U.S. person to travel abroad with controlled data,
provided it is not transferred while abroad or used to support offshore production or
services - see ITAR §125.4(b)(9) (and EAR §740.9(a)(3))
• Beware important limitations and restrictions, including country specific (e.g., no
ITAR Section 126.1 countries)
• If an employee will be travelling with controlled technology / technical data, ensure the
files and folders are encrypted and non-essential controlled data is removed altogether
• Special considerations for classified data – must comply with NISPOM requirements
• Controlled data must always remain under effective control of travelling employee;
immediately report internally if lost or stolen; remote wipe
• Adopt company policy, train and enforce
21

Additional Foreign Travel Tips
• Keep devices/data with you at ALL times (even when going to eat)
• DON’T use hotel safe
• DON’T use WiFi (hotel, airports, Starbucks, etc.)
• Use mobile hotspot on your own smart phone
• DON’T connect to company VPN while overseas, especially in
risky countries (China, Russia, etc.)
• Use clean laptop/smart phone
- Have IT examine it upon return
- For risky countries, do you NEED to bring a laptop/smart
phone?
- Take just a dumb phone and hard copies of necessary files.
- Consider it a legit reason to not work as hard/not do other
work while traveling
• For foreign vacation travel
- No company laptops allowed
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Responding to Actual or Potential
Non-Compliance Events
• Immediately seek to terminate any ongoing non-compliance
• Investigate immediately and thoroughly – consider
attorney/client privilege issues
• Is a report required under DFARS Clause 252.204-7012
(cyber incident)?
• Is a mandatory disclosure required under ITAR §126?
• Is a voluntary disclosure warranted under the ITAR (or EAR
or sanctions programs)?
• Remediate and train (and train again)
• Conduct periodic compliance audits / reviews
23
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U.S. Sanctions vs. Export Controls

▪ U.S. export controls are principally enforced by
the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Bureau of
Industry and Security (“BIS”)
•

Export controls generally regulate things

▪ U.S. sanctions are principally enforced by the
U.S. Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (“OFAC”)
•

Sanctions generally regulate people

▪ However, OFAC and BIS can have
complimentary or overlapping jurisdiction for
exports of goods to sanctioned jurisdictions

February 14, 2019

| U.S. Sanctions and Export Controls
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U.S. Primary Sanctions
▪ “U.S. persons” must comply with all U.S. primary sanctions
prohibiting or restricting specified activity
• In the case of Iran and Cuba sanctions, foreign entities that are
owned or controlled by U.S. persons must also comply

▪ Purely non-U.S. persons can also be liable for “causing” U.S.
persons to violate their obligations
• Also subject to certain re-export prohibitions

▪ Civil and criminal liability attaches for violations

|
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OFAC Sanctions - Comprehensive
▪ Comprehensive sanctions (i.e., embargoes) – prohibit all
transactions involving US persons and specified territories
̶ Iran
̶ Syria
̶ North Korea
̶ Cuba
̶ Crimea

▪ This includes the provision or receipt of goods or services by US
persons
• E.g., software stored in the cloud

|
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OFAC Sanctions – Targeted Blocking
▪ Targeted blocking sanctions – block the property of persons
and entities on the SDN List, and prohibit US persons from
engaging in transactions with them
• Also applies to entities that SDNs own 50% or more

▪ These prohibitions include the provision or receipt of services to
or from SDNs
• E.g., allowing an SDN to access data stored on a US server

|
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OFAC Sanctions – Targeted “Sectoral”
▪ Targeted sectoral sanctions (i.e., Russia, Venezuela) –
prohibit certain transactions involving US persons and specified
entities on SSI List
• Not a blocking program
• Typically extends to the extension of debt to an SSI
• In Russia, can also extend to provision of certain services in
support of frontier oil development

▪ Debt restrictions apply to payment terms
• E.g., cannot accept payment past a certain number of days from
an SSI customer
|
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U.S. Secondary Sanctions
▪ Distinct from persons or transactions that are subject to primary
sanctions jurisdiction
• They can apply to anyone, anywhere, regardless of U.S. nexus
• Not an enforcement matter and purely discretionary

▪ Results in being added to a U.S. sanctions list (e.g., SDN List)
• No imposition of civil or criminal penalties

▪ Can target a wide variety of specified behavior
• E.g., provision of “technological support for, or goods or services
in support of,” an SDN
|
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OFAC Sanctions – Cloud Computing
▪ The use and provision of cloud computing solutions is a
“service” subject to OFAC’s regulations
▪ OFAC generally prohibits the provision of services to the
comprehensively sanctioned countries
▪ However, exceptions allow cloud services in certain sanctioned
territories
• While similar, there are unique difference
• Must strictly adhere to each sanction regime’s requirements and
limitations

|
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OFAC Sanctions – Cloud Computing General
Licenses
▪ Iran, Syria and Crimea share similar authorizations
• Direct and indirect services incident to the exchange of personal
communications over the Internet
• Exports of limited software to enable personal communications

▪ For Iran
• The authorizations allows for the export of fee-based cloud computing
services incident to the exchange of personal communications

▪ General limitations
• Services and software to the Governments of Iran and Syria
• Services in support of SDNs

• Exports of most goods and technology controlled by BIS
|
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OFAC Sanctions – Cloud Computing General
Licenses
▪ Cuba authorizations:
• Direct and indirect provision of services incident to the exchange of
communications over the internet
̶

May include instant messaging, email, social networking, sharing of photos and
movies, web browsing

• Direct and indirect provision of services – including cloud storage – related to
specified items and the installation repair, or replacement of the items
̶

Specified items include items exported under a License Exception (CCD, SCP) or a
specific license from BIS and items

▪ Cuba limitations
• Restrictions on promoting tourism in Cuba
• Services cannot be provided with knowledge that the services are intended for
prohibited Cuban officials and prohibited members of the Cuban Communist
Party, or to any organization controlled by the Government or Communist
Party

• Does not allow for the exportation of any item to Cuba
|
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Sanctions Compliance – Cloud Users
▪ Understand how your business uses the cloud
▪ Downloads of software/technology from the cloud are
exports and may not be authorized by the General License

▪ Ensure persons working in or travelling to sanctioned
territory are trained on the limitations of the cloud and
working while in a sanctioned territory
▪ Read your cloud service provider contracts
• Make sure you understand your service provider’s limitations when
operating in a sanctioned country
• Risk of termination of agreement
• Risk of causing your provider to violate

|
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Sanctions Compliance – Cloud Providers
▪ Know your customers
• Conduct denied party screening – general licenses do not
authorize transactions with SDNs

▪ Understand limitations
• What services are you providing?
• Do your customers require hardware?

▪ Connect compliance with service/RMA department
• Any red flags arising in service requests?

▪ Monitor changes to customer requirement
• Do requested changes alter your compliance obligations under a
general license?
|
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